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ON LIFTING OF AUTOMORPHIC FORMS

by Hiroshi SAITO

Seminaire DELANGE-PISOT-POITOU

(Theorie des nombres)
18e annee, 1976/77, n° 13, 6 p. 21 janvier 1977

0. - Let F be a totally real algebraic number field with the degree 

and 0 its maximal order. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the class

number of F is one, and 0 has a unit with arbitary signature distribution. For

an even positive integer k and for the subgroup F = of con-

sisting of all elements with totally positive determinants, we denote by 
the space of Hilbert cusp forms of weight k with respect to r, namely the set

of all holomorphic functions f on the £-fold product of the complex upper half

plane E ~ which satisfy

lo ~(1) ~ ~ ~(2) ~ ~ _ ~ ~) ~ , ~ (,(i) ,(i))k ,(~ ~ _ ~ ~
for ’Y ~ r ,

2~ f vanishes at every cusp,

known that an element f of Sk(f) has a Fourier expansion of the form

where ~ runs through all integral ideals of F y and  is the different of the

extension F~Q . We denote by if the associated Dirichlet series of f, that is,

For a place (archimedean or non-archimedean) of li , we denote by F~ the comple-
tion of F at v , and for a non-archimedean prime v = p , we denote by ° 9
the ring of all p-adic integers of F . Let FA be the adele ring of F , and

up be the open subgroup of given by

03C0p:non-archimedean GL2(Op)  03C0v:archimedean GL2(Fv) .
Then we can consider the Hecke ring R(UF , GL2(FA)) with respect to 

and % , and its action T on as in G. SHIMURA 191. It is known that

has a basis consisting of common eigen functions for all Hecke operators and

that if f is a common eigen function for all Hecke operators with C(6) = 1 ,
then the associated Dirichlet series 4l~ has an Euler product of the form

where p runs through all prime ideals of F.



1. - On the following, we assume that F is a totally real algebraic number

field which satisfies

1° F is a cyclic extension of Q with a prime degree l ,

2° F is a tamely ramified extension of Q y

3° The class number of F is one,

4° The index [E:Ej is 2~ ,
where E is the group of all units of 0 and E 

+ 
is its subgroup consisting of

all totally positive units. It follows from these conditions that the conductor of

the extension F/Q is a prime q with q = 1 mod ~ .

We fix an embedding of F into the real number field R y and consider F as a

subfield of R . We fix a generator o of the Galois group Gal(F/Q) . With this
o y we consider GL2(F) as a subgroup of GL R ’~ by 

-

For this fixed generator a y we define a linear operator T~ on by

T~f(z~ , Z~ , ... , z~) =f(2~ , ... , Z~ , 
Using this T~ and Hecke operators, we define a subspace of as

follows

= if « T~ T(e) f = T(e) T~ f for any e ~ R(Up , 
It is easy to see that this subspace is stable under the action of Hecke opera-

tors, and that if f is a common eigen function for all Hecke operators, then
J~-l

f~ = C(~) = ... = C(~ M) for any integral ideal B! .

Our purpose is to show that this subspace is closely related with spaces
of cusp forms of one variable, in fact, this subspace can be lifted from spaces of

cusp forms of one variable.

Let be the space of cusp forms of weight k with respect to 
Let us introduce other spaces of cusp forms of one variable. From the condition on

F , it follows that there exist £ - 1 characters mod q of order j&#x26; corres-

ponding to the extension F/Q in the sense of class field theory. We denote them

by )~~ l~i~~-1. For each character )~ , we denote by )(.)
the space of cusp forms g which satisfy

The Hecke ring GL2(QA) acts on these spaces of cusp forms. on 
it acts in the usual manner. On the other spaces, we make it act in the following

way. For a prime p, let T(p) and p) be the elements of GL 2 (Q ~ ~



given in the next section. For p f q, T(p) and T(p, p) acts in the usual

manner. For p = q , we define the action of T(q) and T(q, q) on Xi)

/1 0Bwhere (1 0 J the the double coset (1 0 0 q)03930(q)
defined in G. SHIMURA [l0]. and [ ]*k

,~i 
means the adjoint operator of [ IL ., 

i

with respect to the Petersson inner product. To compare the above two kinds of

representations of Hecke rings, namely the representation of on

SS (r) those of on and X~) ~ we de-

fine a natural homomorphism 03BB from to 

next section. First assuming this A. ~ we will state our theorem. By means 

the spaces and 1 .$ 1 , can be regarded as

On these notations, we can prove [7]y the following theo-

rem.

THEOREM. - If k ~.4 ~ there exists a subspace S ~ ~i~ ~~
that

Let ge Sk(SL2(Z)) be a common eigen function for all Hecke operators and let

f E be a common eigen function for all Hecke operators which corresponds

to g in the above isomorphism, then it holds the following relation between the

associated Dirichlet series (p of g and 03A6f of f, namely,

This theorem can be considered an analogue for automorphic forms of the decompo-

sition theorem of Dedekind zeta-functions.

The above theorem can be derived easily from the following theorem on trace of

Hecke operators.

Remark. - The above theorem is a generalization and a refinement of the result of



K. DOI and H. NAGANUMA ([2] , [6]), which treated the lifting for quadratic exten-
sions. H. JACQUET [3] studied the lifting for quadratic extensions from the view

point of representation theory. Alternative proofs for K. DOI and H. NAGANUMA’s re-

sult are given by D. ZAGIER [12] and S. T. ASAI [1] treated the lifting
in the case of imaginary quadratic extensions over .

2. - In this section, we give the definition of A. Since it is known that

it is enough to define a homomorphism X from R = R(GL2(Op) , GL2(Fp)) to

Rp = R(GL2(Zp) , GL2(Qp)) for each prime ideal p 
p 
of F , where p is a prime

such as p) p . Let T(p) and T (y , p) (resp. T(p) and T(p, p) ) be the ele-
ments of R (resp. R ) given by the double cosets

9 Pa +, - +,

TT is a prime element of 0~ . We denote by R~ (resp. R~ ~ the subring of R
(resp. R ) generated by T(p) and T(p , p) (resp. T(p) and T(p, p)). If
we put

we can embed R (resp. Rp ) into the polynomial ring y Y] (resp. Q[x, y] )
of two variables over Q . Now, consider the mapping from Y] to Q[x , y]
give n by

where f is an inte ger such that N - pf . Then we see easily that this mapping
can be extended to ~, homomorphism from R to R .

3. - On this section, we give a n-anerical example of our theorem. We take as

F the maximal real subfield of 7-th root of unity y then [F:Q] = 3 , and F sa-

tisfies the condition in § 1 . Let x be the character mod 7 of order 3 given by

x(3) = Ui, w = (- 1 + - 3 ~%2 . For k = 4 , we have dim S ~ T’~ _ 1 and

dim S ~r (7~ , x) = 1 . In this case, the subspace coincides with S (r~ ,
hence S (T~ is isomorphic to S ~r (7~ , x) as GL Let f

(resp. g ) be an element of S (r) (resp. S 4 ~r 0 (7~ , x) ) with the associated
Dirichlet series

00

We may assume C(0) = 1 and a. = 1 . Then our theorem asserts that it holds the



following relation between C(p) and a ,namely
P

where ’ , ’ , y p" are the distinct prime divisors of (p). This relation can be

checked for several p and p . The coefficients a 
p 

can be calculated by Eichler-

Selberg’s trace formula using the class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields. On

the other hand, C(p) can be obtained by Shimizu’s trace formula [8J using the

class numbers of totally imaginary quadratic extensions of F . For example, to cal-

culate C((2)) y we need the following class numbers.

Here h(K) is the class number of K and a is a root of the equation

X~+X~-2X- 1=0 .

On this way, we have the following table.

P a~ p 

2 ~ 2w (2) - 40

3 03C9 703C92 (3) -224

7 0 7- 14w (2-~) 28

13 1 -14 (~+ 1) -14

29 1 58 (3- a) 58

4.1. - Let F be as in § ly and M an integral ideal of F such as ~! = ~
then we can define a subspace of in the same way as in § ly

where = ~ r, c = 0 and we can prove a similar but more

complicated result on this Also, in the case of definite quaternion

algebras, we can consider a similar problem, and the case where £ ~3 has been

treated by II. HIJIKATA. In the case of quadratic extensions, we can prove the fol-

lowing. Let F be with a prime q y q = 1 mod 4 y and B a definite qiaa-

ternion algebra over Q which ramifies at q and at the archimedean prime. Let

R be a maximal order of B ~ F which satisfies ~R = R , y where J is the genera-

tor of For a non-negative even integer k , let M(id, y (k ~ k)) be

the space of continuous functions on (B 8 F)~ defined in H. SHIMIZU j~8~ with res-

to the open subgroup 03A0pRxp  H (B @ of (B S We can define the

action of T on M(id , y by means of the action of o on (B ~ 
and in these notations we can prove the following theorem.
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where q is fhe prime ideal such as q2 = (q) and (q) is the quadratic residue
symbol mod q .

4. 2. - The theorem in § I has been generalized from the view point of repre-

sentation theory by ’?. SHINTANI [ 11] and R. P. LANGLANDS [ 5] by a similar method as
ours. Especially, R. F. LANGLAINDS found an important application of his generaliza-
tion of our theorem to the conjecture of Artin on the poles of Artin’s L-functions.
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